BWF Statutes, Section 1.2.7:

COMPLAINT GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES
In Force: 01/06/2017

Overview
This document is intended to provide guidelines for complaints in connection with different types of
cases. Please refer to the relevant section depending on the type of inquiry/complaint.
Overall, there are typically three types of inquiries received by the BWF:
1. Questions
2. Cases related to misconduct and offences. These are dealt with in the BWF Judicial System
3. Complaints related to handling or interpretation of Regulations (BWF statutes), or services
provided by BWF

1. Questions
Various departments in BWF get questions and inquiries related to a range of different matters and
as part of the service provided by BWF such questions/inquiries are answered from time to time.
Questions are accepted from all stakeholders (Members Associations, players, coaches, technical
officials etc.) and answers are provided. The BWF Secretariat however reserves the right to stop
providing information to an individual and refer the individual to seek information with or through the
Member Association. This will typically be in cases where an individual has asked repeatedly around
the same case and BWF does not find it relevant to keep on providing further information or the
questions are becoming frivolous.
The service standard for answering such questions/inquiries are within 10 working days, but mostly
answers are provided soonest and within very few days (especially where time is of essence).

2. Cases related to Misconduct and Offences - Judicial System
BWF has a judicial system to decide on any offences and misconduct committed during tournaments
or in connection with activities under the authority of the BWF (see over and also refer to Handbook
I – Judicial Procedures).
The Judicial system covers players, officials (trainer, coach, team manager, delegate,
representative, doctor etc.), technical officials, volunteers or other groups connected to tournament
activities or activities the organizations undertake under the authority of the BWF.
The judicial system also covers Council members and other elected people in the BWF in connection
with any offence and misconduct.

Depending on the nature of the offence the case will be handled by different Judicial Bodies as
described in chart over. These bodies have the power to decide any sanctions in connection with
the case.
The judicial procedures also provide procedures for appeal.
Please see Handbook I, Judicial Procedures for more information
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CAS
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case of dismissal (on
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classification process where a
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World Superseries
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World Superseries
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Complaints

This section describes the procedures connected to the following types of complaints:
A. Complaints connected to handling/implementation of BWF Competition Regulations
(General Competition Regulations or other regulations in Handbook II) by a Referee,
tournament organizers, Continental Confederation or the BWF Secretariat.
B. Complaints connected to handling of cases involving governance issues under the BWF
Constitution.
C. Handling of any other services typically provided by BWF Secretariat.
A. The procedures used in connection with complaints related to the handling /
implementation / interpretation of BWF Competition Regulations are the following:
1. The complaining party must submit the complaint in writing to either the Tournament Referee
or the BWF Secretariat.
2. Complaints must be submitted by the relevant Member Association (being the responsible
unit for entering players). Complaints can however be submitted during a tournament by the
person being designated as the “Team Manager” for that tournament (typically a coach,
sports director or similar person representing the Member Association). If the Member
Association does not have a designated Team Manager at the Tournament the Member
Association can designate a player for this role (similar to how a Member Association
designate a player to represent a Member Association at a Team Managers meeting).
3. The BWF is not committed to call a hearing with participation of the complaining party, but
can deal with the complaint only based on the written submissions received from the
Complaining party.
4. The complaint will be considered by the relevant parties in BWF (this varies depending on
the case, but typically between the Referee, the Events staff and/or BWF management,
including the Secretary General).
5. If the complaint is found to have merit then a decision will be taken to make any necessary
changes. The Referee of the Tournament is responsible to take any final decisions.
6. If it is decided that the complaint has no merit the complaining party will be informed with an
explanation given and the complaint will be dismissed.
7. If the complaining party still have objections or in cases of very high importance or complexity
(e.g. interpretation of regulation wording), the Chair of the Events Committee will be
consulted, and a decision will be implemented accordingly (changes made or dismissal of
complaint). The Chair of the Events Committee has been delegated by Council to provide
conclusive advise on the interpretation of all tournament related regulations.
8. In case of further objections (as mentioned under point 7) from a Member Association BWF
has the right to charge an administration fee of USD 100 to deal with the case. The fee must
be paid to the BWF before the complaint is forwarded to the relevant parties. The fee will not
be returned in case the complaint is accepted, but BWF can decide in special cases to take
the case to a higher level without charging the fee.
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9. Most such decisions related to competitions are characterized by that “time is of essence”.
In connection with tournaments or championships (leading up to or during the tournaments
and championships) such cases will be finally decided by the Referee (or at times in
consultation with the Chair of Events and BWF Staff Management) and no further right to
appeal is given.
10. The principle around such decisions is that match results cannot be changed during or
after the tournament. The Judicial Procedures therefore also state clearly that a case can
be dismissed if “the case is solely a result of a match/event that is considered to be concluded
with the finalization of the match/Event”.
11. Based on any complaint (whether accepted or dismissed) BWF will consider if there will be
a need to make adjustments or clarifications to regulations to ensure regulations are
improved and kept up to date.

B. The general procedures used in cases connected with the handling of governance areas
under the BWF Constitution are the following:
1. The complaining party must submit the complaint in writing to the BWF Secretariat.
2. Complaints must be submitted by the relevant Member Association.
3. The BWF is not committed to call a hearing with participation of the complaining party, but
can deal with the complaint only based on the written submissions received from the
Complaining party.
4. The complaint will be considered by the BWF Management and the Secretary General.
5. If the complaint is found to have merit then a decision will be taken to make any necessary
changes and actions to rectify the issue in the complaint.
6. If decided that the complaint has no merit the complaining party will be informed with an
explanation given and the complaint will be dismissed.
7. If the complaining party still have objections or in cases of very high importance or
complexity, the BWF Staff Management will refer the case to the Chair and Deputy Chair of
the Administration Committee, who shall make a final decision on the case (according to the
BWF Constitution 19.10 and Council Procedures 7.11) and a decision will be implemented
accordingly (changes made or dismissal of complaint). In some cases the BWF President is
also consulted.
8. In case of further objections (as mentioned under point 7) from a Member Association BWF
has the right to charge an administration fee of USD 100 to deal with the case. The fee must
be paid to the BWF before the complaint is forwarded to the relevant parties. The fee will not
be returned in case the complaint is accepted, but BWF can decide in special cases to take
the case to a higher level without charging the fee.
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C. The general procedures used in cases connected with the handling of any other services
typically provided by BWF Secretariat are the following:
1. The complaining party must submit the complaint in writing to the BWF Secretariat.
2. Complaint can be submitted directly to the BWF Secretariat by anyone directly related to the
problem raised. Typically this would be a Member Association, but could also be a Technical
official or other persons dealing directly with the BWF secretariat from time to time.
3. The BWF is not committed to call a hearing with participation of the complaining party, but
can deal with the complaint only based on the written submissions received from the
Complaining party.
4. Complaints are considered by the directly involved staff and the direct line manager (in some
cases in consultation with BWF Staff Management and the Secretary General).
5. If the complaint is found to have merit then a decision will be taken to make any necessary
changes and actions to rectify the issue in the complaint.
6. If decided that the complaint has no merit the complaining party will be informed with an
explanation given and the complaint will be dismissed.
7. If the complaining party still have objections or in cases of very high importance or
complexity, the BWF Staff Management and Secretary General will first be consulted or
reconsider the case, and if considered necessary the relevant Chair being responsible for
the area is also consulted, including in some cases the BWF President.
In case of further objections (as mentioned under point 7) from a Member Association BWF
has the right to charge an administration fee of USD 100 to deal with the case. The fee must
be paid to the BWF before the complaint is forwarded to the relevant parties. The fee will not
be returned in case the complaint is accepted, but BWF can decide in special cases to take
the case to a higher level without charging the fee.
8. A final decision of the case will then be informed to the complaining party (changes made or
dismissal of complaint).
9. Such complaints are typically not related to breach of regulations and can therefore not be
appealed in the BWF Judicial system. Council can however decide to take any action to
rectify issues detected in connection with services delivered by the BWF Secretariat.

